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The Neutral Theory of Molecular
Evolution Routledge
As genetic algorithms (GAs) become
increasingly popular, they are
applied to difficult problems that
may require considerable
computations. In such cases,
parallel implementations of GAs
become necessary to reach high-
quality solutions in reasonable
times. But, even though their
mechanics are simple, parallel GAs
are complex non-linear algorithms
that are controlled by many
parameters, which are not well
understood. Efficient and Accurate
Parallel Genetic Algorithms is
about the design of parallel GAs.
It presents theoretical
developments that improve our
understanding of the effect of the
algorithm's parameters on its
search for quality and efficiency.
These developments are used to
formulate guidelines on how to
choose the parameter values that
minimize the execution time while
consistently reaching solutions of
high quality. Efficient and
Accurate Parallel Genetic
Algorithms can be read in several
ways, depending on the readers'
interests and their previous
knowledge about these algorithms.
Newcomers to the field will find
the background material in each
chapter useful to become
acquainted with previous work, and
to understand the problems that
must be faced to design efficient
and reliable algorithms. Potential
users of parallel GAs that may
have doubts about their
practicality or reliability may be
more confident after reading this
book and understanding the
algorithms better. Those who are
ready to try a parallel GA on
their applications may choose to
skim through the background
material, and use the results
directly without following the

derivations in detail. These
readers will find that using the
results can help them to choose
the type of parallel GA that best
suits their needs, without having
to invest the time to implement
and test various options. Once
that is settled, even the most
experienced users dread the long
and frustrating experience of
configuring their algorithms by
trial and error. The guidelines
contained herein will shorten
dramatically the time spent
tweaking the algorithm, although
some experimentation may still be
needed for fine-tuning. Efficient
and Accurate Parallel Genetic
Algorithms is suitable as a
secondary text for a graduate
level course, and as a reference
for researchers and practitioners
in industry.

A Publication of the Shock and
Vibration Information Center, U.S.
Naval Research Laboratory,
Washington, D.C. Springer Science &
Business Media
This IMA Volume in Mathematics and its
Applications RANDOM SETS: THEORY
AND APPLICATIONS is based on the
proceedings of a very successful 1996
three-day Summer Program on
"Application and Theory of Random Sets."
We would like to thank the scientific
organizers: John Goutsias (Johns Hopkins
University), Ronald P.S. Mahler (Lockheed
Martin), and Hung T. Nguyen (New Mexico
State University) for their excellent work as
organizers of the meeting and for editing
the proceedings. We also take this
opportunity to thank the Army Research
Office (ARO), the Office ofNaval Research
(0NR), and the Eagan,
MinnesotaEngineering Center ofLockheed
Martin Tactical Defense Systems, whose
financial support made the summer
program possible. Avner Friedman Robert
Gulliver v PREFACE "Later generations
will regard set theory as a disease from
which one has recovered. " - Henri
Poincare Random set theory was
independently conceived by D.G. Kendall
and G. Matheron in connection with
stochastic geometry. It was however G.
Computational Topology in Image
Context Springer
Presenting a completely new approach

to examining how polymers move in
non-dilute solution, this book focuses
on experimental facts, not theoretical
speculations, and concentrates on
polymer solutions, not dilute solutions
or polymer melts. From centrifugation
and solvent dynamics to viscosity and
diffusion, experimental measurements
and their quantitative representations
are the core of the discussion. The
book reveals several experiments
never before recognized as revealing
polymer solution properties. A novel
approach to relaxation phenomena
accurately describes viscoelasticity
and dielectric relaxation and how they
depend on polymer size and
concentration. Ideal for graduate
students and researchers interested in
the properties of polymer solutions,
the book covers real measurements on
practical systems, including the very
latest results. Every significant
experimental method is presented in
considerable detail, giving
unprecedented coverage of polymers
in solution.
Symmetry, Representations, and Invariants
John Wiley & Sons
Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-342--and
demonstrate your real-world mastery of
advanced Microsoft Exchange Server 2013
solution design, configuration,
implementation, management, and support.
Designed for experienced IT professionals
ready to advance, Exam Ref focuses on critical-
thinking and decision-making acumen needed
for success at the MCSE level. Focus on the
expertise measured by these objectives:
Configure, manage, and migrate Unified
Messaging Design, configure, and manage site
resiliency Design, configure, and manage
advanced security Configure and manage
compliance, archiving, and discovery solutions
Implement and manage coexistence, hybrid
scenarios, migration, and federation This
Microsoft Exam Ref: Organizes its coverage
by exam objectives Features strategic, what-if
scenarios to challenge you Provides exam
preparation tips written by two Exchange
Server MVPs Assumes you have at least three
years of experience managing Exchange
Servers and have responsibilities for an
enterprise Exchange messaging environment
About the Exam Exam 70-342 is one of two
exams focused on Microsoft Exchange Server
2013 skills and knowledge for moving to the
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cloud, increasing user productivity and
flexibility, reducing data loss, and improving
data security. About Microsoft Certification
Passing this exam earns you credit toward a
Microsoft Certified Solutions Expert (MCSE)
certification that proves your ability to build
innovative solutions across multiple
technologies, both on-premises and in the
cloud. Exam 70-341 and Exam 70-342 are
required for MCSE: Messaging Solutions
Expert certification. See full details at:
microsoft.com/learning
Exam Ref 70-342 Advanced Solutions of Microsoft
Exchange Server 2013 (MCSE) Springer Verlag
Symmetry is a key ingredient in many
mathematical, physical, and biological theories.
Using representation theory and invariant theory
to analyze the symmetries that arise from group
actions, and with strong emphasis on the geometry
and basic theory of Lie groups and Lie algebras,
Symmetry, Representations, and Invariants is a
significant reworking of an earlier highly-acclaimed
work by the authors. The result is a comprehensive
introduction to Lie theory, representation theory,
invariant theory, and algebraic groups, in a new
presentation that is more accessible to students and
includes a broader range of applications. The
philosophy of the earlier book is retained, i.e.,
presenting the principal theorems of representation
theory for the classical matrix groups as motivation
for the general theory of reductive groups. The
wealth of examples and discussion prepares the
reader for the complete arguments now given in
the general case. Key Features of Symmetry,
Representations, and Invariants: (1) Early chapters
suitable for honors undergraduate or beginning
graduate courses, requiring only linear algebra,
basic abstract algebra, and advanced calculus; (2)
Applications to geometry (curvature tensors),
topology (Jones polynomial via symmetry), and
combinatorics (symmetric group and Young
tableaux); (3) Self-contained chapters, appendices,
comprehensive bibliography; (4) More than 350
exercises (most with detailed hints for solutions)
further explore main concepts; (5) Serves as an
excellent main text for a one-year course in Lie
group theory; (6) Benefits physicists as well as
mathematicians as a reference work.
U.S. Government Research Reports
Springer Science & Business Media
This book is loaded with examples in which
computer scientists and engineers have
used evolutionary computation - programs
that mimic natural evolution - to solve
many real-world problems. They aren’t
abstract, mathematically intensive papers,
but accounts of solving important
problems, including tips from the authors
on how to avoid common pitfalls, maximize
the effectiveness and efficiency of the search
process, and many other practical
suggestions.
Phenomenology of Polymer Solution
Dynamics Springer Nature
This book offers an introductory course in
algebraic topology. Starting with general
topology, it discusses differentiable manifolds,
cohomology, products and duality, the

fundamental group, homology theory, and
homotopy theory. From the reviews: "An
interesting and original graduate text in
topology and geometry...a good lecturer can
use this text to create a fine course....A
beginning graduate student can use this text to
learn a great deal of
mathematics."—-MATHEMATICAL
REVIEWS
Summaries of Projects Completed Springer
While high-quality books and journals in
this field continue to proliferate, none has
yet come close to matching the Handbook
of Discrete and Computational Geometry,
which in its first edition, quickly became the
definitive reference work in its field. But
with the rapid growth of the discipline and
the many advances made over the past
seven years, it's time to bring this standard-
setting reference up to date. Editors Jacob
E. Goodman and Joseph O'Rourke
reassembled their stellar panel of
contributors, added manymore, and
together thoroughly revised their work to
make the most important results and
methods, both classic and cutting-edge,
accessible in one convenient volume. Now
over more then 1500 pages, the Handbook
of Discrete and Computational Geometry,
Second Edition once again provides
unparalleled, authoritative coverage of
theory, methods, and applications.
Highlights of the Second Edition: Thirteen
new chapters: Five on applications and
others on collision detection, nearest
neighbors in high-dimensional spaces,
curve and surface reconstruction,
embeddings of finite metric spaces,
polygonal linkages, the discrepancy
method, and geometric graph theory
Thorough revisions of all remaining
chapters Extended coverage of
computational geometry software, now
comprising two chapters: one on the LEDA
and CGAL libraries, the other on
additional software Two indices: An Index
of Defined Terms and an Index of Cited
Authors Greatly expanded bibliographies
Mathematics Catalog 2005 Springer
Science & Business Media
"Topology can present significant
challenges for undergraduate students of
mathematics and the sciences.
'Understanding topology' aims to change
that. The perfect introductory topology
textbook, 'Understanding topology'
requires only a knowledge of calculus and a
general familiarity with set theory and
logic. Equally approachable and rigorous,
the book's clear organization, worked
examples, and concise writing style support
a thorough understanding of basic
topological principles. Professor Shaun V.

Ault's unique emphasis on fascinating
applications, from chemical dynamics to
determining the shape of the universe, will
engage students in a way traditional
topology textbooks do not"--Back cover.
An Introduction Columbia University Press
The work described in this book was first presented
at the Second Workshop on Genetic
Programming, Theory and Practice, organized by
the Center for the Study of Complex Systems at
the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 13-15
May 2004. The goal of this workshop series is to
promote the exchange of research results and ideas
between those who focus on Genetic Programming
(GP) theory and those who focus on the application
of GP to various re- world problems. In order to
facilitate these interactions, the number of talks
and participants was small and the time for
discussion was large. Further, participants were
asked to review each other's chapters before the
workshop. Those reviewer comments, as well as
discussion at the workshop, are reflected in the
chapters presented in this book. Additional
information about the workshop, addendums to
chapters, and a site for continuing discussions by
participants and by others can be found at
http://cscs.umich.edu:8000/GPTP-20041. We
thank all the workshop participants for making the
workshop an exciting and productive three days.
In particular we thank all the authors, without
whose hard work and creative talents, neither the
workshop nor the book would be possible. We also
thank our keynote speakers Lawrence ("Dave")
Davis of NuTech Solutions, Inc., Jordan Pollack of
Brandeis University, and Richard Lenski of
Michigan State University, who delivered three
thought-provoking speeches that inspired a great
deal of discussion among the participants.
Topology and Geometry American
Mathematical Soc.
In By Parallel Reasoning Paul Bartha proposes
a normative theory of analogical arguments
and raises questions and proposes answers
regarding (i.) criteria for evaluating analogical
arguments, (ii.) the philosophical justification
for analogical reasoning, and (iii.) the place of
scientific analogies in the context of theoretical
confirmation.
World Scientific
Free boundary problems arise in an enormous
number of situations in nature and technology.
They hold a strategic position in pure and
applied sciences and thus have been the focus
of considerable research over the last three
decades. Free Boundary Problems: Theory and
Applications presents the work and results of
experts at the forefront of current research in
mathematics, material sciences, chemical
engineering, biology, and physics. It contains
the plenary lectures and contributed papers of
the 1997 International Interdisciplinary
Congress proceedings held in Crete. The main
topics addressed include free boundary
problems in fluid and solid mechanics,
combustion, the theory of filtration, and
glaciology. Contributors also discuss material
science modeling, recent mathematical
developments, and numerical analysis
advances within their presentations of more
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specific topics, such as singularities of interfaces,
cusp cavitation and fracture, capillary fluid
dynamics of film coating, dynamics of surface
growth, phase transition kinetics, and phase
field models. With the implications of free
boundary problems so far reaching, it becomes
important for researchers from all of these fields
to stay abreast of new developments. Free
Boundary Problems: Theory and Applications
provides the opportunity to do just that,
presenting recent advances from more than 50
researchers at the frontiers of science,
mathematics, and technology.
Methodology & Applications Nova Publishers
These contributions, written by the foremost
international researchers and practitioners of
Genetic Programming (GP), explore the synergy
between theoretical and empirical results on real-
world problems, producing a comprehensive view
of the state of the art in GP. In this year’s edition,
the topics covered include many of the most
important issues and research questions in the
field, such as: opportune application domains for
GP-based methods, game playing and co-
evolutionary search, symbolic regression and
efficient learning strategies, encodings and
representations for GP, schema theorems, and new
selection mechanisms.The volume includes several
chapters on best practices and lessons learned from
hands-on experience. Readers will discover large-
scale, real-world applications of GP to a variety of
problem domains via in-depth presentations of the
latest and most significant results.
Theory and Applications American
Mathematical Soc.
III. Latin American School of Mathematics
Computational Topology Springer Science &
Business Media
Combining concepts from topology and
algorithms, this book delivers what its title
promises: an introduction to the field of
computational topology. Starting with
motivating problems in both mathematics and
computer science and building up from classic
topics in geometric and algebraic topology, the
third part of the text advances to persistent
homology. This point of view is critically
important in turning a mostly theoretical field
of mathematics into one that is relevant to a
multitude of disciplines in the sciences and
engineering. The main approach is the
discovery of topology through algorithms. The
book is ideal for teaching a graduate or
advanced undergraduate course in
computational topology, as it develops all the
background of both the mathematical and
algorithmic aspects of the subject from first
principles. Thus the text could serve equally
well in a course taught in a mathematics
department or computer science department.
A Practical Introduction Frontiers Media SA
The geometry of surfaces is an ideal starting point
for learning geometry, for, among other reasons,
the theory of surfaces of constant curvature has
maximal connectivity with the rest of mathematics.
This text provides the student with the knowledge
of a geometry of greater scope than the classical
geometry taught today, which is no longer an
adequate basis for mathematics or physics, both of

which are becoming increasingly geometric. It
includes exercises and informal discussions.
Extinction and Phylogeny American
Mathematical Society
This book constitutes the proceedings of the
6th International Workshop on
Computational Topology in Image
Context, CTIC 2016, held in Marseille,
France, in June 2016. The 24 papers
presented in this volume were carefully
reviewed and selected from 35 submissions.
Additionally, this volume contains 2 invited
papers. CTIC covers a wide range of topics
such as: topological invariants and their
computation, homology, cohomology,
linking number, fundamental groups;
algorithm optimization in discrete
geometry, transfer of mathematical tools,
parallel computation in multi-dimensional
volume context, hierarchical approaches;
experimental evaluation of algorithms and
heuristics; combinatorial or multi-resolution
models; discrete or computational topology;
geometric modeling guided by topological
constraints; computational topological
dynamics; and use of topological
information in discrete geometry
applications.
General Topology and Its Relations to
Modern Analysis and Algebra IV Springer
Beginning Topology is designed to give
undergraduate students a broad notion of
the scope of topology in areas of point-set,
geometric, combinatorial, differential, and
algebraic topology, including an
introduction to knot theory. A primary goal
is to expose students to some recent
research and to get them actively involved
in learning. Exercises and open-ended
projects are placed throughout the text,
making it adaptable to seminar-style classes.
The book starts with a chapter introducing
the basic concepts of point-set topology,
with examples chosen to captivate students'
imaginations while illustrating the need for
rigor. Most of the material in this and the
next two chapters is essential for the
remainder of the book. One can then
choose from chapters on map coloring,
vector fields on surfaces, the fundamental
group, and knot theory. A solid foundation
in calculus is necessary, with some
differential equations and basic group
theory helpful in a couple of chapters.
Topics are chosen to appeal to a wide
variety of students: primarily upper-level
math majors, but also a few freshmen and
sophomores as well as graduate students
from physics, economics, and computer
science. All students will benefit from seeing
the interaction of topology with other fields
of mathematics and science; some will be

motivated to continue with a more in-depth,
rigorous study of topology.
By Parallel Reasoning Cambridge
University Press
Peer to Peer Computing: The Evolution of
a Disruptive Technology takes a holistic
approach to the affects P2P Computing has
on a number a disciplines. Some of those
areas covered within this book include grid
computing, web services, bioinformatics,
security, finance and economics,
collaboration, and legal issues. Unique in its
approach, Peer to Peer Computing includes
current articles from academics as well as
IT practitioners and consultants from
around the world. As a result, the book
strikes a balance for many readers. Neither
too technical or too managerial, Peer to
Peer Computing appeals to the needs of
both researchers and practitioners who are
trying to gain a more thorough
understanding of current P2P technologies
and their emerging ramifications.
The Evolution of a Disruptive Technology
Springer
This book presents the most important parallel
algorithms for the solution of linear systems.
Despite the evolution and significance of the field
of parallel solution of linear systems, no book is
completely dedicated to the subject. People
interested in the themes covered by this book
belong to two different groups: numerical linear
algebra and theoretical computer science, and this
is the first effort to produce a useful tool for both.
The book is organized as follows: after introducing
the general features of parallel algorithms and the
most important models of parallel computation,
the authors analyze the complexity of solving
linear systems in the circuit, PRAM, distributed,
and VLSI models. The approach covers both the
general case (i.e. dense linear systems without
structure) and many important special cases (i.e.
banded, sparse, Toeplitz, circulant linear systems).
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